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A Thousand Lives: 
The Untold Story of 
Hope, Deception, And 
Survival At Jonestown 
by Julia Scheeres ($26). 
A meticulous look 
at a story of religion 
distorted and faith 
betrayed. Here is 

the long trek from Jim Jones’ initial 
ministry crusading for racial equality to 
the final stand of the People’s Temple at 
their compound in Guyana. Horror on 
a truly epic scale. –Alden Graves

Midnight Rising: John 
Brown and the Raid 
that Sparked the Civil 
War by Tony Horwitz 
($29). Horwitz invests 
one of the greatest of 
American enigmas 
with flesh, blood and 
a remarkable clarity 

of thought. John Brown’s assault on 
the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, 
Virginia, may have failed, but no 
Southern slaveholder ever slept quite so 
soundly again. Riveting and rousing. 
–Alden Graves

Following Atticus: 
Forty-Eight High 
Peaks, One Little Dog, 
and an Extraordinary 
Friendship by Tom 
Ryan ($25.99). Ryan 
spectacularly relates 
this unlikely duo’s 

triumphs, shortcomings and trials, as 
well as their unyielding perseverance 
putting their lives on the line to benefit 
humans and animals alike on the White 
Mountains. I fell in love with Atticus 
Maxwell Finch on meeting him.  
–Jessica Krawczyk

The Siege of Fort 
William Henry:  
A Year on the 
Northern Frontier 
by Ben Hughes. ($28). 
Fascinating starting 
point for those who 
may not realize 
that The Last of the 

Mohicans is based on extraordinary 
events that occurred very nearby at 
Lake George in 1757. A reliable and 
understandable introduction to the 
dangerous world of French, English 
and Indian colonial relationships.  
–Bill Lewis 

A History of the 
World In 100 Objects 
by Neil MacGregor 
($45). An informative 
delight that will 
astonish. MacGregor 
uses 100 objects from 
the British Museum 
collection to tell the 

history of human invention, innovation 
and creation in succinct short chapters 
that stir the imagination. Superb 
photographs of every item and expert 
writing. –Bill Lewis  

Zona by Geoff Dyer 
($24). Not just a brilliant 
essay about Stalker—one 
of the most forbidding/
wonderful films ever 
made—but a lyrical 
ode to watching in the 
dark. See it, read this! 
Available January 10. 

–Charles Bottomley

Vermont Soap Organics 
($9.99 16oz). A foaming 
liquid cleaning product 
for laundry, dishes, hands 
and all washable surfaces 
– certified organic, USDA 
approved, hypoallergenic, 
biodegradable. And made in 
Vermont!  –Louise Jones

Pulphead by John 
Jeremiah Sullivan 
($16). Hip takes on 
everything from 
Christian rock 
to W. Axl Rose 
to Tennessee’s 
prehistoric cave 
paintings, from one 

of the smartest new voices around.  
– Charles Bottomley
 

The Nesting Season: 
Cuckoos, Cuckolds, 
and the Invention of 
Monogamy by Bernd 
Heinrich ($17.95). 
Part colorful memoir, 
part scientific 
investigation in 
a charming and 

provocative book by the well-known 
UVM Professor Emeritus of Biology. 
Observing nesting birds at his rural 
Vermont home and cabin in the 
Maine woods, he muses on the 
similarities between their behavior 
and ours. –Louise Jones

S - T - R - E - T - C - H
your post-holiday dollars 

with a great reads at fire sale prices 
from our Used Book Department! 

–Rita Lane

Hanna ($29.98 dvd). Sixteen-year-old Hanna (Saorise Ronan) 
has been trained by her father (Eric Bana) to defend herself 
against a world-class assassin (Cate Blanchett), who is 
determined to kill her. Exciting adventure movie featuring 
some thrilling action sequences and an icily effective 
performance by Blanchett. –Alden Graves
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Northshire Women Read 
Mister Pip by Lloyd Jones ($15 pb)

Dark Side Reading Group  
Jack the Ripper and the Case for 
Scotland Yard’s Prime Suspect 
by Robert House ($19.95 pb) 

History Reading Group The Lost 
City of Z by David Grann ($15.95 pb)

Books to Inspire January Reading Groups 
~led by Northshire Booksellers:
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Cookbook Reading Group 
Sunday Soup: A Year’s Worth of 
Mouth-Watering, Easy-to-Make 
Recipes by Betty Rosbottom 
& Charles Schiller ($24.95 pb)

Mystery & Thriller Reading 
Group The Concrete Blonde
by Michael Connelly ($7.99 pb)



The Confession 
by Charles Todd 
($24.99). Inspector 
Ian Rutledge faces 
one of his most 
complex cases when 
a man confesses to 
murder, disappears 

and is himself killed. After his 
identity is questioned, Rutledge 
finds only one obscure clue, which 
leads him to an insular village with a 
hidden history. –Louise Jones

There but for the: a 
novel by Ali Smith 
($25). A dinner guest 
locks himself in 
his hosts’ bedroom 
and won’t leave. A 
brainteaser filled 
with mischievous 

play and keen insight.  
– Charles Bottomley

The Retribution 
by Val McDermid 
($25). Police detective 
Carol Jordan and 
profiler Tony Hill 
are targeted by an 
escaped psychopath 
they put in jail 

years ago (A Wire in the Blood). 
Meanwhile, another serial killer 
is on the loose. The stellar 
McDermid ratchets up the  
tension and suspense as  
Jordan’s cops must find both 
criminals.  –Louise Jones
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Breakdown by Sara 
Paretsky ($26.95). 
Chicago private eye 
V.I. Warshawski’s 
latest case begins 
simply - rounding 
up some hooky-
playing tweens - but 

widens to involve murder, politics 
and personal secrets. V.I. is tough, 
persistent, cranky - but what other 
contemporary sleuth takes public 
transportation? –Louise Jones

Death Comes to 
Pemberley by P.D. 
James ($25.95). James 
does Jane Austen 
proud in this murder 
mystery set six years 
after the marriage 
of Elizabeth and 

Darcy, when a man is found dead 
near Pemberley Estate. Worse yet, 
he’s a friend of their ne’er do well 
brother-in-law, George Wickham. 
A wonderful follow-up to Pride and 
Prejudice. -Sarah Teunissen

Out of Oz by 
Gregory Maguire 
($26.99). It’s here 
at last! Follow the 
Wicked Witch’s 
granddaughter, Rain, 
as she navigates 
through warring 

Oz with Brrr, the cowardly Lion; 
Tip, an orphan; and Dorothy Gale, 
just convicted of murdering the 
Thropp sisters in Munchkinland. 
Completely unconventional and 
enjoyable in every way, and a great 
ending to this wonderful series. 
-Jessica Krawczyk
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Ghost Light by 
Joseph O’Connor 
($15). This 
novelization of 
the relationship 
between playwright 
John Millington 
Synge and actress 

Molly Allgood reads a bit like Joyce 
without the obscure references. Set 
within a single day, but the stream 
of memories flows beautifully, 
creating a fascinating portrait of the 
characters and the complex Ireland 
they inhabited. –Karen Frank

Dirk Gently’s 
Holistic Detective 
Agency by Douglas 
Adams ($7.99 pb). 
After the onslaught 
of new titles during 
the holidays, it’s nice 
to kick back with an 
old favorite. If you 

liked The Hitchhikers Guide to the 
Galaxy, you’ll love the lesser known 
and fantastically quirky Dirk Gently. 
–Krysta Piccoli
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January Classes at the Northshire: 
Tuesdays with Jane Davies.

Artist Sketchbook 
Practice Workshop

A six week series – 6-8 pm on 
January 10, 17, 31, February 7, 
14, 21. Get a creativity workout 
and jump start your new year with 
this series of classes designed to 
encourage your inner muse. You will 
use the sketchbook as a playground 
of visual ideas and a workhorse for 
developing drawing, painting and 
collage skills ($135).
Please purchase your Class Pass 
early! Supply list available, 20% 
discount on materials upon 
enrollment. For information and to 
sign up, email Nancy Scheemaker at 
nscheemaker@northshire.com.

B O O K S E L L E R D I S C O V E R I E S
How the Dead Live and I Was Dora Suarez by 
Derek Raymond ($14.95 ea., pb). My discovery of 
2011 was this unforgettable series of crime novels 
set in villainous ‘80s London. Dark, despairing 
and sometimes downright repellant. –Charles 
Bottomley 

The Herries Chronicle: 
Rogue Herries, Judith 
Paris, The Fortress, Vanessa 
by Hugh Walpole  
($14.95 ea., pb).  Come all 
ye lovers of Historical 
Fiction! After generations of 
slumbering on library shelves, this series, 

a marvelous and long overdue feast for lovers of literature, has been 
reissued. The books are set in the wild and magnificent Lake District of England 
and span 200 years of a family dynasty; the writing will remind you of Thomas 
Hardy or Sir Walter Scott. –Karen Frank
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